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Joomla! 3 Template EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Create modern, professional templates using the template framework for Joomla! 3.x


	Overview

	
		Improve the usability of Joomla! Template Manager by installing and enabling a downloaded template, changing the logo, and adding a slogan
	
		Set up a workflow and development environment for Joomla!...
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Securing the Smart Grid: Next Generation Power Grid SecuritySyngress Publishing, 2010

	"The first step in securing the Smart Grid is to fully understand the threat landscape. This book provides both a timely and relevant overview of the subject - a must-read for anyone responsible for securing the grid as well as consumers looking to implement the technology!."-- Dr. Patrick Engebretson, Assistant Professor of...
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Computer solution of large sparse positive definite systems (Prentice-Hall series in computational mathematics)Prentice Hall, 1981

	Octave was originally intended to be companion software for an undergraduate-level textbook

	on chemical reactor design being written by James B. Rawlings of the University of

	Wisconsin-Madison and John G. Ekerdt of the University of Texas.

	Clearly, Octave is now much more than just another ‘courseware’ package with...
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A Case-Based Guide to Neuromuscular PathologySpringer, 2019

	
		
			This book provides a practical guide to the field of neuromuscular pathology including muscle, peripheral nerve, and skin biopsies with biopsy interpretation. Divided into three parts, the book begins with introductory chapters that review muscle, nerve, and skin biopsy indications and procedures, normal muscle and nerve...
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Excel 2010 Formulas (Mr. Spreadsheet's Bookshelf)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Welcome to Excel 2010 Formulas. I approached this project with one goal in mind: To write the ultimate book about Excel 2010 formulas that would appeal to a broad base of users. That’s a fairly ambitious goal. But based on the feedback I received from the first four editions, I think I’ve accomplished it.


	Excel is the...
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Internet Resource Pricing Models (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	This brief guides the reader through three basic Internet resource pricing models using an Internet cost analysis. Addressing the evolution of service types, it presents several corresponding mechanisms which can ensure pricing implementation and resource allocation. The authors discuss utility optimization of network pricing methods in...
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Beginning OpenOffice Calc: From Setting Up Simple Spreadsheets to Business ForecastingApress, 2011

	OpenOffice Calc is the most powerful and widespread open source spreadsheet application in existence. It is the only real alternative to Excel. Jacek Artymiak is widely regarded as the authority on OpenOffice Calc. He takes you, step by step, from the interface and handling Calc files to working with data sources...
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Pro OGRE 3D ProgrammingApress, 2006
Pro OGRE 3D Programming is your detailed guide to utilizing the OGRE 3D engine, one of the best-in-breed 3D rendering libraries available. You'll learn what OGRE is, and more importantly, what it is not. OGRE gives you an object-oriented interface to render 3D scenes independent of the implementation, such as Direct3D or OpenGL. OGRE is...
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Instant Netcat StarterPackt Publishing, 2013

	As a featured networking utility, Netcat uses TCP/IP protocols to read and write data across network connections. Netcat is a feature rich backend network debugging and exploration tool with the ability to create almost any type of connection you would need.


	"Instant Netcat Starter Guide" is a practical, hands-on guide...
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Oracle Database 11g DBA Handbook (Osborne Oracle Press)McGraw-Hill, 2007
The Essential Resource for Oracle DBAs--Fully Updated and Expanded
Manage a flexible, highly available Oracle database with help from the expert information contained in this exclusive Oracle Press guide. Fully revised to cover every new feature and utility, Oracle Database 11g DBA Handbook shows how to perform a new...
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Computer Evidence: Collection & Preservation (Networking Series)Charles River, 2005
Learn to Collect Digital Artifacts and Ensure Evidence Acceptance!
Computer Evidence: Collection and Preservation teaches law enforcement and computer forensics investigators how to identify, collect, and maintain digital artifacts to preserve their reliability for admission as evidence. The book focuses on collection and preservation because...
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Electric Power Planning for Regulated and Deregulated MarketsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	As the industry environment transforms from a completely regulated setting to a broader, deregulated marketplace, new market participants must understand planning and operations of power systems to effectively participate in markets.  This industry overview provides a description of utility operations and traditional planning, and then...
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